2015 Ben's Green Drakkoman Fund Donor List

$1-$99
An Ally
# 2 In Your Book
Alexa Feinman In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Alice Morier Martin
Amica Companies Foundation
Amy M Harris In Honor Of Carla Hood
Angela M Spetts
Anika Fella In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Anonymous (14)
Anonymous In Honor Of Ben Stowell
Anonymous In Memory Of Ben Stowell (2)
Anonymous In Memory Of Corrine Monahan
Anonymous In Memory Of Grandma Vitolo
Anonymous In Memory Of Matthew Andben
Anthony Chiesa
Aunt Susan & Uncle Peter In Memory Of Bruce Mortensen
Bbs Distributing, Llc
Bill Creighton
Bob Ballerstein
Brian N Lane In Memory Of Jordan Maracle
Brittany C Critelli
Brittney Schlegel
Brittney Wensley
Caitlin and The Sidekicks
Carol A Bergmann
Carol Boyd
Carolyn Henzel In Memory Of Howard and Alice Bush
Cassie Fortney
Catherine Shalloo In Honor Of Daphne
Charlie Fitzpatrick
Cheryl Trainor
Chopper
Chris Manzella Family
Christeen
Christina Lewis In Memory Of Deven Leonis
Christine Coughlin
Christine Stanners
Christine Wilk
Cindi Quinn
Cori Irwin
Crash (2)
Dana Bonjolo
Daniel Mcginn
Danyelle Foreman In Honor Of Jordyn Gourley
Danyelle Foreman In Honor Of Miss Jordyn Gourley
David and Nicole Kirk
Debbie Lavier In Memory Of Corleen R Premo
Deby,Sue,Marissa From Dr.Cummings Office
Denise Tavaer May
Deuce
Doug Blaisdell
Dr. Dieter Lindskog
Dr. Eric and Megan Mcmahon

Dr. Eric R Aronowitz
Dr. Jacques Prosper
Dr. Michelle L Grimes
Ed Romanow
Edward and Pamela Grandinetti
Edward W Brown
Emo
Eric E Anderson
Farmdog
Focus On The Positive, Keeping Ben's Spirit Close To My Heart
This Christmas Season
Fr. Gregory M Ortiz
Frances A Minissale
Francesca Logiudice
Frank R. Burkhard Jr. In Honor Of Gillespie
Friend Of Giacomo In Memory Of Mr. Frank Melito
Friends Of Bella Mein
Friends Of Eddie
Friends Of Matt
Friends Of Meghan
Gavin Clark (2)
Ge Foundation (3)
Geoff & Ursula Hall
Geraldisne M Giressi
Gillian Stark
Gram Nancy In Memory Of Bruce Mortensen
Grandma Florida
Greg Holden
Heavymental
Hrrt
Inshore Atlantic Inc.
Intersect Services Corporation
Isa Alas
James P Thornton
James Stowell
Janice Feeley
Janine Conlen
Jason Beaulieu
Jay Singh
Jean B Rose
Jen F
Jen Reardon
Jennifer A Howse
Jennifer Bready In Memory Of Nick Wihlborg
Jesse, Josh & Emily's Grandma In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Jim Teschki
Joanne Gomula
John and Jane Tully
John Rubino In Honor Of Ms. Lauren Cortese
Josetta Hayes
Judy and Dick In Honor Of Kathy M Venable
Julie Tidd
Karen Harkness
Karen and Don Duma
Karen Grimm
Karen Lavine
Ken & Jeanne Woods In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Ken and Ginger Burke
Kilian Thompson
Kitty
Krysti Mirtschev
Kym Lewis
L.A. Marchesiello
Lisa Totaro
Lori Smith
Lynne & Randy Stiefler In Memory Of Seven Children That Die Today From Childhood Cancer
Margaret Ann Spaeth
Margaret Evon-Laier
Mary & Brian Bartlett
Mary Clark
Mary Coleman In Memory Of Madison Hall
Mary Rowland
Mcc
Megan Osika
Meghan C. In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Melissa & Rick Parks
Meredith Schaefer
Merry Christmas & Happy Swimming!
Metlife Auto and Home
Michael A Mathusa
Michael Jones & Jeremiah Kennedy
Michelle Degraw
Michelle Fennell
Michelle L Stevens
Mike and Dawn Doherty
Mike Michele
Mike Palladino Family
Miss Jocelyn Stuto
Moe
Mommy
Monica Marie Hernandez
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Kendall In Honor Of Benjamin Stowell
Mr. Brian Stark Jr.
Mr. Bryan Delehanty
Mr. Charles Brockhausen
Mr. Charlie Colligan
Mr. Chris Stanley
Mr. Christian P Hess
Mr. Dan Heim In Memory Of Ms. Sue Siegel
Mr. Donald D Larocque Jr.
Mr. Donald J Deangelus II In Honor Of Benjamin Stowell
Mr. Eddie Orihuela In Memory Of Janina Vargas (2)
Mr. Edward Vanga Jr. In Honor Of William Cook
Mr. Frank Deangelis
Mr. Glen Stacey
Mr. Joe Barrett

Mr. John Benoit
Mr. Joseph Galante In Honor Of Miss Ella Kate Kearney
Mr. Joseph J Villano
Mr. Joshua H Terry
Mr. Louis Gentile
Mr. Mr. & Mrs James Taylor Jr.
Mr. Ric Tompkins
Mr. Ryan C Marion
Mr. Thomas F Sansone
Mr. William S Dejoy
Mrs. Alison M Myers Rn In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Anne M Cargile
Mrs. Arleen T Parks
Mrs. Audrey Stone
Mrs. Barbara L Leoni
Mrs. Belinda A Linen-Johnson
Mrs. Beth Sagnelli
Mrs. Debbie Cole
Mrs. Diane E Kendall In Memory Of Benjamin Stowell
Mrs. Eileen M Satterlee In Memory Of Benjamin Stowell
Mrs. Elizabeth A Michaels
Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn (3)
Mrs. Kathleen A Crudo In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Kathleen A Crudo In Memory Of Benjamin Stowell
Mrs. Kathleen Campbell
Mrs. Kim Morgan
Mrs. Laurie R Paganelli In Memory Of Jordan S Paganelli
Mrs. Linda A Bayusik In Honor Of Jenessa Britton and Carla Hood
Mrs. Linda E Betzwieser
Mrs. Lisa M Hotaling In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Mariana Sander
Mrs. Maureen A Whitesell
Mrs. Michele Clancy
Mrs. Michele Leone
Mrs. Michelle M Levesque
Mrs. Moon Kim
Mrs. Nancy C Severnak In Memory Of Mrs. Danna Doolittle
Mrs. Nicole Wilkinson In Memory Of Max Nunn-Always In Our Hearts. and In Honor Of Super Gerald- Keep Fighting, Super Hero!
Mrs. Sarah S Sullivan
Mrs. Terri Rich In Honor Of Carla Hood's 48Th Birthday and Always Jared.
Ms. Amy M Harris In Honor Of Miss Jordyn Gourley
Ms. Amy M Harris In Honor Of Supersib Tyler's 7Th Birthday
Ms. Andrea Slater
Ms. Cathy Goska
Ms. Elizabeth Cahill Rn
Ms. Gina Guevara In Memory Of Ben Stowell (2)
Ms. Ginger De Stefano
Ms. Jenn L Little In Honor Of Ms. Julia Little
Ms. Jillian Altenburg
Ms. Katherine Darling
Ms. Kristen E Myers
Ms. Mari L Linville In Memory Of Kent M Linville
Ms. Markie Robinson
Ms. Mary Kay Jandrew
Ms. Maureen Doorey
Ms. Nancy M Young
Ms. Nancy Stewart
Ms. Nereida Stewart In Memory Of Matt Proctor
Ms. P
Ms. Patricia A Cadrette
Ms. Patricia M Reilly
Ms. Shaina L Marron In Honor Of Ben Stowell
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Honor Of All Of Carla’s Kids Who She Fights For Or Remembers Every Single Day
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Honor Of Supersib Tyler’s 7Th Birthday
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Honor Of The Three Children Who Are Diagnosed With Cancer Every Three Minutes
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Memory Of Losing Timmy On April 12Th- 6 Years Ago To Monster Cancer
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Memory Of Mark Tomlinson, Father Of Our Precious Angel Carly Tomlinson, All Warrior
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Memory Of My Angel Alexander
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Memory Of Warrior Angel ‘Timmy’
Ms. Teresa Gallagher
Ms. Tiffinee Otey
Naomi Lebofsky
Nathalie Lenahan
Nereida’s Klondike Kids
Nial Clauson
Nicole Cochetti
Nicole In Honor Of All The Warriors Carla Fights For Or Remembers Daily
Nicole Marie In Honor Of In Honor Of Supersib Tyler’s 7Th Birthday
Nicolette Viscusi
Nikki Eaton
Pat Treanor Savoie
Pat&Dom Martino In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Patricia E Sullivan
Patty Maguffin
Paul and Ellen Miller
Paul Betancourt
Pay It Forward
Peter Inserra
Phoenix & Kaj (2)
Pro Line Appliance Installation
Rachel Costanzo
Ralph Lebarron
Reid & Dina Anthony
Renee & Ron Gecsesdi
Rev. Charles B Mercer
Rev. Gregory M Ortiz (3)
Rita M Matthews
Ritch Anthony (2)
Robert Stern
Ryah Savage
Safeguard Promotional Products/William Martin
Sandra Church
Sandra Oxford
Sara Borisenko
Scott Wilson, Janney Montgomery Scott Llc
Sgt. Barak S Heaney
Shaquille O’Neal
Sofia Camila Nadia Caprara
Squan Tavern, Inc.
Squirrel Jam (3)
Stacey Gerard In Honor Of Ben Stowell
Stanford Heights Fire Department
Steve Ras
Superwinner James Buchanan In Honor Of Carla Forthecure Hood and All Kids Who Fight
Susan K Gibbons Md
Suzanne J Okeefe
Tammy Buchanan In Memory Of James’ Friends Belle and Brady
Teena & Brian O’Connell
The Bennett Family In Memory Of Jean Bennett
The Clancy Clancy In Memory Of Ben Stowell
The Clancy Family In Memory Of Stuart Spevak
The Fiori’s (2)
The Lansburg’s
The Leader Family In Honor Of Hannah Morier
The Mayes
The Mccann Family In Honor Of Hannah Morier
The Olsen Family
The Schultz’s
The Sullivan Family
The Witkops
The Wolves
Theresa Dennis
Thomas and Diane Crowley
Thrillhouse
Thumper
Tim Hubert
Todd and Jojo In Memory Of Carmie Brady
Tom Vlismas In Memory Of Mrs. Stella Vlismas
Tommy Beliveau
Town & Country Lanes
Vincent
Viscomi Family
Warm Fuzzy In Honor Of Ben Stowell
Wendy L. Seibert In Honor Of Ms. Kathryn Leake
Wyatt
$100-$249
46 Mommas - Momma Hood ($100 Match)
46 Mommas - Momma Hood (Coin Challenge)
Ac Body Works
Ac's Towing and Recovery
Albert & Nancy Morier
Alice A Sillis In Honor Of Claire Sillis
Alissa Tulloch
Amy & Dave Rose
Amy DiCaprio In Memory Of Bruce Mortensen (2)
Anonymous (3)
Anonymous In Honor Of Daniel Pintavalle
Anonymous In Honor Of Kristen Shinebarger
Anonymous In Memory Of Ben Stowell (2)
Anonymous In Memory Of Theresa and Ralph Vitolo
Auntie Nay Nay In Memory Of Bruce Mortensen
Bob Ballerstein
Carole In Memory Of Hope Emerson
David J Pollak
David Shaffer Md Phd
Devine's Auto Repair
Donald J. Angelus li
Dr Shankar and Sheila Das
Dr. Jeffrey and Nancy Lozman
Dr. Kenneth March
Dr. Michelle L Grimes
Dr. Richard Uhl
Dr. Robert and Linda Hedderman
Dr. Vikramjit S Kanwar
Edie Cochetti In Memory Of Jesse Rees
Empire Education Corporation
Frank Degraw In Memory Of Robert Degraw
H Bankoski In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Jeff M Smith
Jeff Waggoner
Jersey Shore Marines Detachment 1319 Inc.
Julie Tighe
Katie Reilly
Kemper P&Cl
Kevin Banes & Kate Corkery
Kristen
Latham Fire Department
Leigh Ann Buckhout
Leonard Maltese
Lisa & John Drake
Lora Hosie
Lpl
Lyrics From The Heart, Inc.
Manasquan Fw Post 1838
Mark W Thomas
Matthew and Denise Cutler
Matthew DiCaprio In Memory Of Benjamin Stowell
Matthew DiCaprio In Memory Of Parker Hayes (4)
Mr. Bill N Jan Reinhardt
Mr. Bruce A Shreffler
Mr. Charles A Brady In Memory Of Mrs. Carmie Brady
Mr. Chuck F Porcari In Memory Of Miss Mary Elizabeth Porcari
Mr. Daniel Simon In Memory Of Mr. David Simon
Mr. Frank P Nemeth
Mr. Jack Melito
Mr. Jeffrey L Hill
Mr. John P Casellini
Mr. Paul J Richman
Mr. Paul Zuber
Mr. Scott Brady
Mr. Shawn Leonard
Mr. Thomas S Aniolek
Mr. Travis J Frantti
Mrs. Alli Minarik In Honor Of Aleksei Minarik
Mrs. Eileen M Satterlee In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Mrs. Eileen M Satterlee In Memory Of Mr. Francis X Mcgowan, Sr.
Mrs. Julie Clancy In Memory Of Stuart Spevak
Mrs. Karen Meixner Kasman In Honor Of Mr. Eric Meixner, Sr.
Mrs. Terri Rich In Honor Of Jared Weissman and For The Kids.
Ms. Amy Kramer
Ms. Brigitte Lakah
Ms. Colleen A Venable
Ms. Gina Guevara In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Ms. Suzanne Shelpman In Honor Of Momma Carla's Shave and
In Memory Of ^^Timmy^^ and All Those Gone
Myshopangel
Nj State Policemens Benevolent Assoc. Local 395
Pipe & Drums Of The Jersey Shore
Rebecca M Marino
Richard Alfred Md
Ritch Anthony
Robert A Cummings Dmd
Roberta & Mike Mahlmeister
Rowlands and Lebrou, PLLC
Sean P Wood
Shari Schillinger
Shelby A Hall
Shenendehowa Rotary Club
Sue Hennessy
The Grimes Family In Honor Of Ben, Myles, Bridgette, Kelly,
Anna, Maddy, Kalina... True Warriors
The Soroka's
Todd and Melanie Shatynski
Tony Giardina
Town Of Lloyd Pba
Travelers Insurance
Volkswagen Group Of America
Volunteer Engine Co. #2, Inc.
William O’Connor
$250-$499
Bette and Cring, Llc
David Rose
Dr. James and Kate Schneider
Jackie Doyle
Kevin Clancy
Manasquan PBA Local 284
Mr. Sam Nejame

$500-$999
Amy DiCaprio In Memory Of Bruce Mortensen
Belmar Elementary School
Guilderland Elks 2480
Manasquan Elks Lodge 2534

$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous In Memory Of Parker Hayes
Joni Sanzari In Honor Of Daphne

Palmer Family
Reagan, Ryan and Rebecca Kobos In Memory Of Flora
Cremezzani
S.I.S. Insurance In Honor Of All The Children and Families
Fighting The Fight Everyday
Satans Sin Seeker
Signature Home Buyers

Martin, Harding & Mazzotti, LLP
Matthew DiCaprio In Memory Of Benjamin Stowell
Slats & Pleats

King’s Kids In Memory Of Ben Stowell
Sunmark FCU